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ABSTRACT

Recent observed climate trends result from a combination of external radiative forcing and internally generated variability. To better contextualize these trends and forecast future ones, it is necessary to properly model the spatiotemporal properties of the internal variability. Here, a statistical model is developed for terrestrial temperature and precipitation, and global sea level pressure, based upon monthly gridded observational datasets that span 1921–2014. The model is used to generate a synthetic ensemble, each member of which has a unique sequence of internal variability but with statistical properties similar to the observational record. This synthetic ensemble is combined with estimates of the externally forced response from climate models to produce an observational large ensemble (OBS-LE). The 1000 members of the OBS-LE display considerable diversity in their 50-yr regional climate trends, indicative of the importance of internal variability on multidecadal time scales. For example, unforced atmospheric circulation trends associated with the northern annular mode can induce winter temperature trends over Eurasia that are comparable in magnitude to the forced trend over the past 50 years. Similarly, the contribution of internal variability to winter precipitation trends is large across most of the globe, leading to substantial regional uncertainties in the amplitude and, in some cases, the sign of the 50-yr trend. The OBS-LE provides a real-world counterpart to initial-condition model ensembles. The approach could be expanded to using paleo-proxy data to simulate longer-term variability.

1. Introduction

Internal variability is expected to be a prominent contributor to uncertainties in projections of regional climate in the coming decades (Räisänen 2001; Hawkins and Sutton 2011; Deser et al. 2012b, 2014; Thompson et al. 2015). The uncertainty emerges in part from the dominant influence of the chaotic atmospheric circulation on regional climate variability, which limits the useful time scale of initial condition forecasts and is associated with a substantial spread of multidecadal trends (Hawkins and Sutton 2009b; Deser et al. 2016; McKinnon et al. 2017). Improved knowledge of the range of possible regional climate trends that could occur because of sampling of different sequences of internal variability is important when developing adaptation and mitigation strategies (Woodruff 2016), as well as for communicating the range of regional trends that are consistent with a climate change signal (Patt and Dessai 2005; Deser et al. 2012a; Hawkins et al. 2014).

One way to assess the contribution of internal variability to uncertainty in climate trends is through the use of ensembles of climate model simulations. The most straightforward type of ensemble for this purpose is an initial-condition ensemble, which uses a single climate model and forcing scenario, but slightly different initial conditions for each member of the ensemble (Collins and Allen 2002). Most initial condition ensembles are created through perturbing atmospheric initial conditions (e.g., Roeckner et al. 2003; Sterl et al. 2008; Deser et al. 2012b; Kay et al. 2015); these small perturbations quickly propagate such that each ensemble member experiences a different sequence of weather and climate fluctuations. Internal variability can also be assessed using multimodel ensembles (e.g., Tebaldi and Knutti 2007; Polvani and Smith 2013; Swart et al. 2015) such as the ensemble from phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) (Taylor et al. 2012),
although in this case the spread across ensemble members is also due to differences in model physics and effective radiative forcing.

Analysis of model ensembles has shed light on the often surprisingly large influence of internal variability on various climate metrics including multidecadal trends in air temperature, precipitation, sea ice fraction, and sea level rise (e.g., van Oldenborgh et al. 2013; Hu and Deser 2013; Wettstein and Deser 2014; Swart et al. 2015; Deser et al. 2016), the midlatitude atmospheric response to El Niño–Southern Oscillation (Deser et al. 2017), the response of the climate system to volcanoes (McGraw et al. 2016; Lehner et al. 2016), the time of emergence of anthropogenic warming (Lehner et al. 2017), and the evolution of global mean temperature (Dai et al. 2015), among many other examples. As such, it is increasingly common to assess climate models based on whether the observations lie within the spread of a model ensemble as has long been done for weather models (Gneiting and Raftery 2005). The spread across the ensemble in thus interpreted as indicative of the uncertainty in estimating various parameters from the limited observational record (Deser et al. 2017).

This approach, however, is only valid if the climate model ensemble accurately simulates the spatiotemporal covariance structure of the real world, which is generally not the case (Ault et al. 2013; Laepple and Huybers 2014; Thompson et al. 2015; McKinnon et al. 2017). An alternative approach is to optimally utilize the observational record, with an eye toward being able to quantify the role of internal variability in various climate processes. One way to do so is to create a statistical model that can be used to generate alternate sequences of weather and climate variability that are consistent with the statistics of the observed record. The variability in the statistical model can then be treated in a manner analogous to the output from an initial condition climate model ensemble.

The choice of statistical model depends on the application at hand. In the simplest case, a time series model can be fit at every grid box (Thompson et al. 2015) or to a global-mean quantity (Brown et al. 2015). In this case, only the temporal variability is modeled, and no spatial information is retained. Others have developed more complex models that include spatial information, often via modeling the evolution of dominant patterns of variability (Navarra et al. 1998; Beltrán et al. 2012; Salazar et al. 2016), among other approaches. McKinnon et al. (2017) used a nonparametric block bootstrap method to model North American winter temperatures, such that the spatial covariance structure was easily retained. Here, we extend on that work by adding a dependence on dominant large-scale modes of sea surface temperature (SST) variability because their low-frequency variability is not captured through our block bootstrapping methodology. We then apply the updated statistical model to all seasons, land regions, and additional climate variables.

While the focus of McKinnon et al. (2017) and this work is on 50-yr trends, the modeling approach could be used analogously to examine the influence of internal variability on trends over shorter or longer time scales, as well as on other quantities such as the uncertainty in climatologies based on a fixed period of record. The output from the statistical model can also be used to evaluate the representation of internal variability in comprehensive climate models. In this paper, we will assess the variability in past and future trends in temperature and precipitation over land, with a focus on boreal winter and links to the large-scale atmospheric circulation. We begin with a description of the observational datasets and climate model output used to construct our statistical model in section 2, followed by derivation of the statistical model and its validation using the 40-member Community Earth System Model, version 1, Large Ensemble (CESM1-LE) in section 3. The range of 50-yr trends simulated by the statistical model for both the past (1965–2014) and future (2015–64) is discussed in sections 4–7, and the work is summarized in section 8.

2. Data and model output

Temperature data are from the Berkeley Earth Surface Temperature (BEST) dataset at 1° resolution; the dataset is created through spatiotemporal interpolation (kriging) of in situ station measurements (Rohde et al. 2013). Precipitation data are from the Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC) at 1° resolution, and are also based on in situ gauge measurements (Schneider et al. 2017). Sea level pressure (SLP) data are at 2° resolution from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis version 2c, which only assimilates surface pressure observations and uses sea ice concentrations, sea surface temperatures, and time-varying radiative forcing as boundary conditions (Compo et al. 2011).

The statistical model makes use of monthly indices of three dominant modes of SST variability: Niño-3.4, which is an average of SSTs over 10°N–10°S, 170°–120°W, to represent El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO; https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/gcos_wgsp/Timeseries/Data/nino34.long.data); the leading principal component time series of SSTs over the North Pacific to represent the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO; http://research.jisao.washington.edu/pdo/PDO.latest.txt); and the average of SSTs over the North
Atlantic (0°–80°N) to represent the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO; https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/correlation/amon.us.long.data). We note that the global-mean SST has been subtracted prior to defining the PDO and AMO indices.

Ensembles of climate model simulations are used to both validate the methodology and provide an estimate of the forced response to climate change. The primary model ensemble we use is the CESM1-LE, a 40-member initial condition ensemble. Each member of the ensemble was created through small perturbations to the initial atmospheric temperatures on 1 January 1920 of a single parent simulation that begins in 1850 (Kay et al. 2015). These perturbations grow and propagate through the climate system, such that each member experiences a different sequence of internal variability. All simulations are driven by a common radiative forcing, namely the estimated historical forcing until 2005, and the representative concentration pathway 8.5 (RCP8.5) scenario thereafter (Lamarque et al. 2010, 2011; Meinshausen et al. 2011). The forced response is estimated as the mean across the 40 members of the CESM1-LE, under the assumption that 40 members is sufficient to average out internal variability. The time series of ENSO, PDO, and AMO for each model simulation are calculated using the internal variability. The time series of ENSO, PDO, and AMO, where the superscript \( m \) indicates each of the three modes.

Combining these terms, we denote the spatiotemporal evolution of temperature, precipitation, and SLP as

\[
X^{i,t} = \beta_0^i + \beta_F^i F^t + \sum_{m=1}^{3} \beta_M^m M^{m,i} + \epsilon^{i,t}.
\]

All \( \beta \) coefficients are estimated using ordinary least squares regression on data from 1921 to 2014.

The time series of anthropogenic influence \( F^t \) is estimated using the Dai et al. (2015) method, although we have extended the approach to both precipitation and SLP. The method is based upon the assumption that the global-mean ensemble-mean time series of a given variable in a climate model can be used to represent the temporal structure of the true forced response. In our formulation, \( F^t \) is the global-mean ensemble-mean temperature, precipitation, or SLP time series calculated from the 40 members of the CESM1-LE, and \( \beta_F^i \) can be interpreted as the grid box–scale sensitivity to anthropogenic influence for each variable, assuming sufficient separability between the forced trend and low-frequency variability.

The \( \beta_M^m M^{m,i} \) terms allow for the explicit modeling of the dependence of temperature, precipitation, and SLP on three large-scale modes of SST variability: ENSO, PDO, and AMO. Note that this term was not in the original formulation of McKinnon et al. (2017) but is included here to address the possible influence of low-frequency SST variability on terrestrial surface climate. Because of some collinearity between the modes, particularly ENSO and the PDO, \( M^{m,i} \) is composed of three orthogonalized time series calculated from principal component (PC) analysis of the original observed ENSO, PDO, and AMO time series. Modes 1 and 3 collectively explain the ENSO and PDO time series, whereas mode 2 is almost perfectly correlated with the AMO. The SST pattern associated with each mode is calculated by regressing SSTs from the HadISST, version 1.1, dataset (Rayner et al. 2003) onto the orthogonalized mode time series (Fig. 1 for DJF; see Fig. S1 in the supplemental material for JJA). The orthogonalized modes are qualitatively similar to the first three empirical orthogonal functions (EOFs) of detrended global SSTs (cf. Fig. 4 in Messié and Chávez 2011).

The spatial pattern associated with mode 1 is typical of ENSO, with large anomalies in the eastern and central tropical Pacific, anomalies of the same sign in the eastern North Pacific, and anomalies of the opposite sign in the western and central North Pacific.
associated with mode 3 also maximize in the eastern and central tropical Pacific, although the meridional extent of the anomalies is smaller, and the western and central North Pacific anomalies are of the same sign. The pattern associated with mode 2 is typical of the AMO, with anomalies of opposite sign in the Atlantic sector of each hemisphere, and maximum anomalies in the subpolar North Atlantic. The spectra of all three modes are red, with the AMO showing the greatest increase in power with decreasing frequency (Fig. 1). The spectra of modes 1 and 3 both show an increase in power in the 2–7-yr band associated with ENSO. Analogous to the interpretation of $\beta^B$, the $\beta^M$ values estimated for each grid box are indicative of the local sensitivity to each SST mode for each variable.

The spatial structure of the regression coefficients relating each mode to DJF temperature over land is shown in Fig. 2 (see Fig. S2 in the supplemental material for JJA). There is a significant positive relationship between the first mode and temperature over Canada and Alaska as well as a significant negative relationship to temperature in the southeastern United States, consistent with the known influence of ENSO and the PDO (e.g., Trenberth et al. 1998; Mantua and Hare 2002). There are also weak but significant positive relationships over much of South America, Africa, and Australia. The relationship between the other two modes and DJF temperature tends to be weaker, with smaller regions of significance. Mode 2 is associated with positive temperature anomalies in northeastern Canada, adjacent to the primary center of action of the AMO SST pattern. Mode 3 is associated with cooler Alaskan temperatures and warmer temperatures east of the Great Lakes, as well as warming around Mongolia. Given the larger and more significant regression coefficients associated with mode 1 compared to the latter two modes, the results would likely be qualitatively similar if it were the only mode included in the statistical model.

To further understand the primary controls on temperature variability in Eq. (1), we examine the power spectra of each term for three representative grid boxes chosen based on the strength of their relationship to the SST modes (Fig. 2). For all three locations, there is a clear time scale separation between the forced component $\beta^BF$ (red) and the original time series (blue) for periods shorter than approximately 30 yr; that is, the variability associated with the forced component is at least two orders of magnitude smaller than that of the original time series in this frequency band. At the grid box closest to Warsaw, Poland, which is representative of most locations, there is also only a minimal contribution to temperature variability from the sum of the...

Fig. 1. The spatial pattern and temporal behavior of ENSO, PDO, and AMO, and their surrogates. Modes 1 and 3 collectively explain ENSO and PDO, while mode 2 represents the AMO. (top) The sea surface temperature pattern associated with each mode. (middle) The time series of each mode (thick black line), and four example surrogates (thin gray lines). Each surrogate is offset in the vertical by three units for visual clarity. (bottom) The power spectra of each mode (thick black line) and its 95% confidence interval (light gray shading, outlined by thin black lines). The 95% range of the spectra for the surrogate time series is shown in the dark gray shading. See text for details.
three modes (green), such that the power spectrum of the anomalies $e^{it}$ (teal) is quite similar to that of the full time series at periods shorter than 20–30 yr. At the grid boxes closest to Chicken, Alaska, and Atlanta, Georgia, which are representative of a small minority of locations, the contribution of the three SST modes to temperature variability is nonnegligible, indicating the importance of explicitly modeling this relationship.

Conceptually similar results are found for DJF precipitation (Fig. 3; see Fig. S3 in the supplemental material for JJA), although the regions where there are significant links to the modes are somewhat different and more numerous. However, even at the grid boxes closest to locations such as Indianapolis, Indiana, and Chihuahua, Mexico, where there are large and significant regression coefficients, the contribution of the modes to interannual precipitation variability remains small, typically an order of magnitude less than the full time series (see power spectra in Fig. 3). As a result, the spectral behavior of the full time series $X^t$ and the residual variability $e^{it}$ are very similar at periods less than 20 yr, beyond which the forced trend becomes important.

After accounting for the forced trend and three SST modes, the null hypothesis of white noise for the residual variability cannot be rejected based on the Ljung–Box test at the 5% level for 97% of the global land area for DJF temperature (95% for precipitation). Similar results are found for JJA (not shown). Thus, the residual anomalies can be interpreted as “climate noise”
resulting from sampling of weather variability, and their spatial structure contains information about the spatial covariance of this variability.

4. Simulating alternative realities

While Eq. (1) can be fit to the observed set of climate variables as illustrated in the previous section, it can also be used to generate a synthetic ensemble of unforced climate histories that could have been observed had a different sequence of internal variability unfolded. To do so, it is necessary to produce counterfactual versions of the time series of the SST modes and residual variability, which will require us to make a number of assumptions that we first examine for their credibility.

First, we assume that the SST modes and residual variability are stationary; that is, they have not shown a response to anthropogenic influence from 1921 to the present and will not in the next 50 years. ENSO and the PDO have not shown any robust changes in their statistics over the historical record [Deser et al. 2012c; Newman et al. 2016; although Smith et al. (2016) have suggested a potential role of aerosol forcing], nor is there any consensus among climate models that they will change significantly over the next 50 years (Lapp et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2017). Larger changes may occur by the end of the twenty-first century, however. For example, Zhang and Delworth (2016) find that the PDO in their model weakens by approximately 20% and its period shortens from 20 to 12 yr in response to an abrupt doubling of CO₂, and Zhou et al. (2014) find that, even without a change in ENSO properties, ENSO teleconnections over North America may shift by the end of the century. For now, we assume the simplest model of no change, and note that the methodology could be easily adapted given knowledge of the future statistical properties of either mode. The role of external forcing in the AMO is under active debate, with some studies suggesting a response to aerosol changes during the second half of the twentieth century (Otterå et al. 2010;
Booth et al. 2012; Murphy et al. 2017) and others indicating little sensitivity to anthropogenic radiative forcing (Knight 2009; Zhang et al. 2013). Thus our assumption that the mode statistics are stationary remains an important caveat in our study, although we note that modes 2 and 3 have a much smaller influence on terrestrial temperature and precipitation variability than internal atmospheric circulation anomalies on the time scales considered here (Figs. 2 and 3).

To the best of our knowledge, there is also not evidence for significant observed changes in unforced interannual variability of temperature, precipitation, and SLP. Note that this stands in contrast to subseasonal variability, which does appear to have decreased over high-latitude continents, possibly in association with Arctic amplification (Screen 2014; Rhines et al. 2017). To assess whether there may be significant changes in the future, we compare the unforced components of interannual variability simulated by the CESM1-LE during 1965–2014 and 2015–64, estimated as the residual from the ensemble mean. At almost all locations over land, there are no significant changes in interannual variability in either winter or summer (Fig. S4 in the supplemental material). The only exceptions are DJF precipitation over central Africa and the southern Arabian Peninsula and JJA precipitation southeast of the Mediterranean Sea.

Second, we assume that the SST modes do not have initial-value predictability. The presence of initial-value predictability would imply a reduction in the spread of the counterfactual versions of the time series of each mode at the beginning of the time period being modeled. The Fourier phase randomization method we employ, discussed below, will instead produce a set of time series whose spread is constant in time. This is likely a simplification, since there some is evidence that the PDO and AMO exhibit predictability out to about a decade (Hawkins and Sutton 2009a; Branstator et al. 2012; Ding et al. 2016), although others find that the time scales of predictability are more limited (Alexander et al. 2008; Newman et al. 2016). Given the current state of knowledge, we proceed under the assumption of no initial-condition predictability, and note that the model could be easily modified to incorporate predictability if identified at a later date. Furthermore, our focus is on 50-yr trends, well beyond the time scale of any proposed initial-condition predictability.

Given the sufficient credibility of our assumptions, we proceed to generate the synthetic ensemble. The approach taken for the component of variability related to the SST modes is distinct from the approach used for the residual variability because of their different temporal structures as outlined below.

To create alternative SST mode time series, we employ a surrogate data approach to produce an ensemble of time series that have the same mean, variance, and autocovariance of the original data but are otherwise random. The surrogate time series are produced by transforming the original data into the Fourier domain, multiplying its Fourier phases by uniformly distributed random phases, and then transforming back into the time domain (Theiler et al. 1992; Schreiber and Schmitz 2000). The power spectra of the resulting surrogates are largely within the 95% confidence interval of the observed spectrum [estimated as in Percival and Walden (1993)], although the power of the surrogates tend toward smaller values within the confidence interval, especially at low frequencies, likely related to the known whitening effect of the Fourier phase randomization procedure (Fig. 1). This issue could be ameliorated by applying various adaptive iterative methods (Schreiber and Schmitz 2000). By combining these surrogate time series of each mode with the regression coefficients estimated from the observed record $\hat{\beta}_{MM}$, it is possible to produce spatiotemporal patterns of temperature, precipitation, and SLP anomalies that could have occurred given a different sampling of the ENSO, PDO, and AMO time series.

To generate surrogate sets of the residual variability $\varepsilon_i$, we take advantage of the minimal year-to-year memory in each of our climate variables after explicitly modeling the forced trend and dependence on large-scale SST modes, and perform a block bootstrap procedure. The observed values of the residual variability are grouped into time blocks of 2 yr, and the blocks are randomly resampled with replacement to produce surrogate sets of residual variability. By performing the block bootstrap in time only, the full spatial structure of the anomalies in temperature, precipitation, and SLP is retained. The block length is chosen to be 2 yr as a balance between having time blocks that are sufficiently large compared to the scale of temporal autocorrelation but retaining enough blocks to generate adequate variability between bootstrap samples. Note that, in the case of autocorrelated and short time series, a bootstrapping approach will not tend to satisfy both of these considerations entirely. First, although the residuals are largely indistinguishable from white noise at the 5% level (see end of section 3), weak interannual correlations may still exist. Second, our 94-yr record is unlikely to contain a complete sampling of the possible variability. Both of these effects will lead to small underestimates of the variability in the bootstrapped ensemble that will be quantified below [see McKinnon et al. (2017) for further discussion of the use of the block bootstrap in this context].
Both the randomization of the mode time series and the block bootstrap are performed 1000 times to produce a synthetic observational ensemble of temperature, precipitation, and SLP data. Because the same surrogate SST mode time series and resampling of years are used for each variable in each ensemble member, it is possible to examine not only the internal variability of a single variable, but also the relationships between the internal variability of different variables.

As in McKinnon et al. (2017), the full process is validated within the context of the CESM1-LE itself. Ideally, the synthetic ensemble produced through the process outlined above would have variability consistent with a true initial condition ensemble. It is possible to test this conjecture by fitting Eq. (1) to individual members of the CESM1-LE, producing a synthetic ensemble based on a single member, and comparing the statistics of the synthetic ensemble to that of the true initial condition ensemble. Consistent with the remainder of our analysis, we compare the spread (as measured by the standard deviation $\sigma$) of 50-yr (1965–2014) temperature trends across the CESM1-LE and the synthetic observational ensemble could occur from applying the same methodology to individual members of the CESM1-LE.

FIG. 4. Trend variability in the synthetic observational ensemble (synthObs), the NCAR CESM1-LE, and validation of the synthetic ensemble methodology for DJF temperature. (a) The standard deviation of 50-yr (1965–2014) linear temperature trends across the 1000 members of the synthObs. (b) The standard deviation of 50-yr linear temperature trends across the 40 members of the CESM1-LE. (c) The fractional error of the synthetic ensemble methodology, estimated as $(\sigma_{\text{CESM1-LE}} - \sigma_{\text{synthCESM1-LE}})/\sigma_{\text{synthCESM1-LE}}$. (d) The fractional difference between CESM1-LE- and observational-based estimates of the standard deviation of 50-yr linear temperature trends, that is, $[(a) - (b)]/(b)$. Stippling indicates locations where the difference is insignificant using a false discovery rate of 10%; $p$ values are estimated at each grid box as the probability that the difference between the CESM1-LE and the synthetic observational ensemble would occur from applying the same methodology to individual members of the CESM1-LE.

Both the randomization of the mode time series and the block bootstrap are performed 1000 times to produce a synthetic observational ensemble of temperature, precipitation, and SLP data. Because the same surrogate SST mode time series and resampling of years are used for each variable in each ensemble member, it is possible to examine not only the internal variability of a single variable, but also the relationships between the internal variability of different variables.

As in McKinnon et al. (2017), the full process is validated within the context of the CESM1-LE itself. Ideally, the synthetic ensemble produced through the process outlined above would have variability consistent with a true initial condition ensemble. It is possible to test this conjecture by fitting Eq. (1) to individual members of the CESM1-LE, producing a synthetic ensemble based on a single member, and comparing the statistics of the synthetic ensemble to that of the true initial condition ensemble. Consistent with the remainder of our analysis, we compare the spread (as measured by the standard deviation $\sigma$) of 50-yr (1965–2014) temperature trends across the CESM1-LE-based synthetic ensemble $\sigma_{\text{synthCESM1-LE}}$ with that simulated by the actual CESM1-LE $\sigma_{\text{CESM1-LE}}$. Biases induced by the methodology are quantified by fractional error, calculated as $(\sigma_{\text{CESM1-LE}} - \sigma_{\text{synthCESM1-LE}})/\sigma_{\text{synthCESM1-LE}}$.

Maps of the fractional error are shown in Figs. 4c and 5c for DJF temperature and precipitation, respectively. Analogous maps for JJA are shown in Figs. S6 and S7 of the supplemental material. In general, the spread of trends is underestimated in the synthetic CESM1-LE as compared to the actual CESM1-LE, as expected based upon the use of the bootstrapping procedure. For both temperature and precipitation during DJF and JJA, the magnitude of the fractional error is less than 11% at the majority of grid boxes, and less than 27% for temperature (23% for precipitation) at 85% of locations. The largest errors (50%–60%) occur for DJF temperatures over Amazonia and JJA temperatures over central Canada. Fractional errors for SLP are generally <20% over the extratropics but reach 40%–50% over the
eastern equatorial Pacific and tropical Indian Ocean in both seasons (Figs. S5c and S8c). The large errors in SLP over the tropical oceans are unsurprising, since strong ocean–atmosphere coupling will tend to redden SLP variability in these regions; the red noise behavior appears to persist even after accounting for the three SST modes. Accordingly, the present study emphasizes the extratropics.

For context, the errors induced by the proposed methodology (Figs. 4c and 5c for DJF and Figs. S6 and S7 for JJA) are compared to those associated with using the CESM1-LE in place of the synthetic ensemble. The fractional difference between the two ensembles is calculated analogously as \( \frac{\tilde{\sigma}_{\text{CESM1-LE}} - \tilde{\sigma}_{\text{synthObs}}}{\tilde{\sigma}_{\text{synthObs}}} \), where \( \tilde{\sigma}_{\text{synthObs}} \) is the spread in 50-yr trends in the observationally based synthetic ensemble (Figs. 4d and 5d for DJF and Figs. S6 and S7 for JJA). The synthetic ensemble offers a large improvement over the CESM1-LE in simulating a realistic spread of 50-yr trends in temperature and precipitation over land. For example, the CESM1-LE overestimates the spread in 50-yr trends of DJF temperature (Fig. 4d) by more than 35% in the western United States (35°–50°N, 110°–120°W) and 45% in eastern Australia (10°–40°S, 135°–150°E), while the errors in the synthetic ensemble in the same areas (Fig. 4c) are 10% and 4%, respectively. Note that the North American biases in the CESM1-LE are slightly less than those found in McKinnon et al. (2017) in regions affected by ENSO, highlighting the importance of including the modes in our statistical model. The biases in the CESM1-LE are even more significant for DJF precipitation (Fig. 5d), with an overestimate in the western United States of nearly 70% and an underestimate in the Amazon region of Brazil (0°–15°S, 45°–65°W) of over 50%, compared to errors of magnitude 9% and 11% in the synthetic ensemble (Fig. 5c). Many other regions also show biases in the CESM1-LE exceeding 50% or more for both quantities and seasons. For SLP, the biases in the synthetic ensemble are generally comparable to those in the CESM1-LE, except over parts of the northern continents in JJA where the CESM1-LE underestimates the variability in 50-yr trends by 30%–40% (cf. Figs. S5c,d and S8c,d).

As shown above, the statistical model offers an improvement over the CESM1-LE in its simulation of internal variability. However, unlike a true initial condition ensemble, it cannot inform about the forced component of climatic trends, defined as the “true” response to radiative forcing uncontaminated by sampling of internal variability. We thus replace the mean of the synthetic ensemble with an estimate of the forced component based on climate model ensembles. Our primary estimate of the forced component is the ensemble mean of the CESM1-LE, but we also make use of the ensemble mean of the 37 CMIP5 models. The forced
component of terrestrial temperature and precipitation trends, in addition to global SLP trends, from 1965 to 2014 based on the CESM1-LE are shown in Fig. 6 for DJF (see Fig. S9 in the supplemental material for JJA), and those based on CMIP5 are in Figs. S10 and S11.

The forced trend in DJF temperature from 1965–2014 based on the CESM1-LE (Fig. 6a) is positive everywhere, with magnitudes generally between 1°C and 2°C (50 yr)^−1 in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) but reaching 3°C (50 yr)^−1 at some Arctic coastal locations, and <1°C (50 yr)^−1 in the Southern Hemisphere (SH). The forced trend in DJF precipitation (Fig. 6c) is generally positive north of 30°N, with maximum values [5–10 mm month^−1 (50 yr)^−1] over western Europe and parts of eastern North America. Remaining land areas show more regional patterns of forced precipitation trends, with pronounced wetting [>10–25 mm month^−1 (50 yr)^−1] throughout tropical southern Africa, much of Australia, and parts of Brazil and Argentina, and comparable amplitude drying in Mexico, the Maritime Continent, southern Africa, and northwestern Australia among other locations. Forced trends in SLP are generally small [magnitudes <0.5 hPa (50 yr)^−1] with the exception of the SH extratropics in association with stratospheric ozone depletion (Polvani et al. 2011). The forced trend from the CMIP5 ensemble is similar to that from the CESM1-LE, although some differences are evident such as greater warming at high northern latitudes and larger wetting over western Eurasia and much of North America (Fig. S10 in the supplemental material).

It would also be possible to center the ensemble on observationally based estimates of the forced trend calculated using dynamical adjustment (Smoliak et al. 2015; Deser et al. 2016; Lehner et al. 2017) or statistical methods such as ensemble empirical mode decomposition (Lee and Ouarda 2012), but we do not pursue these directions in the current work. The synthetic ensemble recentered on the forced component from the CESM1-LE is termed the observational large ensemble (OBS-LE).

5. Hemispheric-scale variability in the observational large ensemble

What is the range of possible 50-yr trends that could arise from observed unforced internal variability? To begin to answer this question, we first identify the
dominant patterns of variability in 50-yr trends (1965–2014) of SLP across the 1000 members of the OBS-LE, cognizant of the large influence of circulation on temperature and precipitation in the extratropics, especially during winter. The patterns are identified by applying an EOF analysis to the set of 1000 SLP trend maps from the OBS-LE for each hemisphere separately [poleward of 10° in either hemisphere; see Deser et al. (2012b) for a similar calculation]. The associated temperature and precipitation trends are created by regressing the 1000 temperature and precipitation trends at each grid box onto the normalized principal components of the SLP trend EOFs in their respective hemispheres.

The leading SLP trend EOF in the NH, which accounts for 30% of the variance of trends, shows a dipole pattern between the high and middle latitudes that closely resembles the negative polarity of the northern annular mode (NAM); note that the sign of the EOF is arbitrary (Figs. 7a,c). Similarly, the first EOF in the SH captures much of the structure of the southern annular mode (SAM), although the midlatitude anomalies are weaker than typical of the interannual SAM pattern (Thompson and Wallace 2000). It is well known that interannual variability in the annular modes has an important influence on temperature and precipitation (e.g., Thompson and Wallace 2000, 2001; Hendon et al. 2007), and the same is true for the variability in trends as shown in Fig. 7. In particular, NH SLP trend EOF1 is associated with cooling across most of Eurasia, and a dry–wet precipitation dipole between southern and northern Europe. Other surface climate impacts include cooling over the southeastern United States, warming in Canada, Alaska, Greenland, the western United States, North Africa, and the Middle East, and drying of the eastern United States. Similar NH patterns in SLP, temperature, and precipitation are produced when the SLP trend EOF is calculated using only the Atlantic–Eurasian sector (not shown). The SH SLP trend EOF1 shows climate impacts typical of a negative SAM, including drying of a large fraction of Australia and southern Africa, and wetting over parts of South America.

The second NH SLP trend EOF, which accounts for 18% of the SLP trend variance, resembles the Pacific–North American (PNA) pattern whose primary center of action is located over the North Pacific; an additional

![Fig. 7. The regression maps of (a),(b) temperature and (c),(d) precipitation and SLP (contours in all panels) onto the first two normalized PCs of 50-yr (1965–2014) DJF SLP trends across the OBS-LE. Contour interval is ±0.5 hPa (50 yr)⁻¹ (dashed contours are negative), and the zero contour is suppressed. SLP PCs are calculated separately for each hemisphere (poleward of 10°) but are shown on the same map for conciseness. The fraction of variance explained by the first two PCs is 30% and 18% in the NH (34% and 21% in the SH), respectively.](image)
center of action is found over north-central Eurasia (Figs. 7b,d). This SLP trend pattern is associated with large-scale cooling from Alaska to the Great Lakes, and across central Eurasia, as well as weaker-amplitude warming over the southeastern United States and the Arctic coastlines of Eurasia and northeastern Greenland. Precipitation impacts include a drying of the Iberian Peninsula and Mexico, as well as a moistening of the Pacific Northwest and southeastern United States. Much of the structure of the SLP trend EOF2 is reproduced as SLP trend EOF1 by restricting the domain to the PNA sector (not shown). The second SLP trend EOF in the SH is associated with relatively zonal anomalies over the Southern Ocean north of East Antarctica, and a wavelike structure over the Pacific sector. In its positive projection, this EOF is largely associated with a cooling and wetting of Australia and South Africa, and anomalies of mixed sign over South America.

The EOF analysis highlights the substantial magnitudes of 50-yr trends in temperature and precipitation that can occur as a result of unforced variability in the large-scale atmospheric circulation. For many regions, these amplitudes rival those of the forced trends determined from climate model ensembles. For example, a positive (negative) two-standard-deviation departure of NH SLP trend first principal component (PC1) is associated with an average temperature trend over northern Eurasia ($50^\circ-70^\circ N, 10^\circ-160^\circ E$) of $-1.3^\circ C$ ($+1.3^\circ C$). Given a forced trend of $1.5^\circ C$ (50 yr)$^{-1}$ for the same region based on the CESM1-LE [2.4$^\circ C$ (50 yr)$^{-1}$ based on CMIP5], it is clear that internal variability related to the atmospheric circulation can have a nonnegligible impact on trends. The relative importance of unforced climate trends assessed from the OBS-LE and forced climate trends evaluated from climate model ensembles is further quantified in section 7.
6. Relative roles of SST modes and midlatitude atmospheric variability

The two dominant EOFs of SLP trend variability and their associated climate impacts are, by design, a function of the surrogate ENSO, PDO, and AMO time series and the bootstrapped residual atmospheric variability. It is of interest to understand the relative contributions of each. In the context of the statistical model, this question can be easily answered by producing two alternative versions of the OBS-LE after fitting Eq. (1) to the data: one that removes the contribution of the SST modes via setting the $\beta_i$ to zero, and a second that removes the contribution of the residual variability by setting $\epsilon_i$ to zero. Note that this is distinct from the model of McKinnon et al. (2017), which did not include the contribution of the modes when fitting the original statistical model; therefore, variability linearly related to the modes was included in the residual term. To understand the dominant modes of variability in trends in each of these modified versions of the OBS-LE, we again perform an EOF analysis on the trends in SLP, and assess their projection onto trends in temperature and precipitation.

The dominant EOF of the DJF SLP trends in the first modified version of the OBS-LE, which excludes the contribution from the three SST modes (Figs. 8a,e), is very similar to the first EOF of the full OBS-LE in both hemispheres. The primary difference is the lack of variability around the Aleutian low, and a correspondingly weaker relationship with temperature around Alaska. The SLP, temperature, and precipitation trend variations throughout Eurasia, however, are almost identical to what was found for the complete OBS-LE, indicating that the dominant pattern of Eurasian trend variability is controlled by intrinsic atmospheric variability.

The dominant pattern of variability in SLP trends for the second modified version of the OBS-LE, which excludes the contribution from the residual variability (Figs. 8b,d), is primarily associated with changes in the strength of the Aleutian low—an iconic response to ENSO and the PDO—and in this sense is related to what was found for the complete OBS-LE, indicating that the dominant pattern of Eurasian trend variability is controlled by intrinsic atmospheric variability.

Accordingly, the similarities in the associated temperature and precipitation trends are mainly confined to North America and the southern continents. The strong link between SLP trend variability in this version of the OBS-LE and North American temperature
and precipitation trends highlights the importance of improving our understanding of whether and how ENSO and the PDO may change in a future climate.

7. Diversity of regional temperature and precipitation trends in the OBS-LE

The prior two sections highlighted the patterns of temperature and precipitation trend variability associated with dominant circulation regimes, thereby providing one lens with which to examine the range of trends possible as a result of internal variations. A complementary view can be found through examining the members of the OBS-LE themselves. To do so in a succinct manner, we rank the members of the OBS-LE according to their terrestrial temperature (or precipitation) trends between 1965 and 2014 averaged over the extratropical NH (30°–90°N). The patterns of temperature change associated with the 10th and 90th percentiles of the ensemble, as measured by the NH extratropical land trend, are shown in Fig. 9 for DJF (see Fig. S13 in the supplemental material for JJA). For trends over the past 50 years, the 10th percentile ensemble member shows cooling over western Canada and north-central Eurasia of 1°C (50 yr)⁻¹ in magnitude, maximum warming of 3°C (50 yr)⁻¹ across central Europe and Asia, and relatively uniform warming of around 1°C (50 yr)⁻¹ elsewhere. In contrast, the 90th percentile ensemble member shows temperature increases almost everywhere, with the greatest warming over northeastern North America and southwestern Russia exceeding 4°C over 50 years (Figs. 9a,b).

Assuming that changes in interannual variability are small between the periods 1965–2014 and 2015–64 (see section 4 and Fig. S4), it is possible to similarly examine the spatial pattern associated with the 10th and 90th percentile of terrestrial extratropical temperature trends by replacing the historical ensemble mean temperature trend with a future projection. Using the RCP8.5 emission scenario and again drawing on the ensemble mean of the CESM1-LE as our forced component, we extend the OBS-LE to 2064. Because this “future OBS-LE” relies on the same variability statistics as our historical OBS-LE, the spread across the ensemble is unchanged. It is, however, of note that—in a future scenario—the ratio of the spread of land temperatures relative to the magnitude of the forced signal is reduced. In other words, as the world continues to warm, the fractional uncertainty in trends caused by internal variability will be reduced because of the larger forced signal. Nevertheless, the imprint of internal atmospheric circulation variability is still apparent in the same regions as before, where relatively...
Muted warming trends \(<1^\circ \text{C (50 yr)}^{-1}\) occur in the 10th percentile member compared to trends \(>3^\circ \text{C (50 yr)}^{-1}\) in the 90th percentile member (Figs. 9c,d).

We next examine the 10th and 90th percentile members of the ensemble as measured by the DJF NH extratropical land precipitation trends (Fig. 10; see Fig. S14 in the supplemental material for JJA). In the 10th percentile member, much of central and eastern Europe exhibits a drying trend, while the 90th percentile member shows wetting. Differences in the sign of the precipitation trends between the 10th and 90th percentile members are also evident in Alaska, the southeastern United States, and parts of the Middle East. Looking into the future (2015–64), internal variability can still affect even the sign of the trend despite the larger forced wetting over the NH continents (recall Fig. 6), for example over much of Europe and the Middle East.

To further illustrate the relative contributions of internal variability and radiative forcing to temperature and precipitation trends, we examine the distributions of the DJF trends for the past and next 50 years in the OBS-LE in a select number of regions: Eurasia, Alaska, the Mediterranean region, and the eastern United States. Boxes outlining the regions are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. The regions were chosen because of their high sensitivity to atmospheric variability based on the EOF analysis summarized in Fig. 7. Temperature trends in both Eurasia and Alaska (Figs. 11a,b) show a clear shift toward more positive values in the next 50 years, but still exhibit substantial overlap with those of the past 50 years such that a wide range of trends \([1^\circ\text{C (50 yr)}^{-1}\] for Eurasia, \(2^\circ\text{C (50 yr)}^{-1}\) for Alaska\] is possible in both the past and the future. Unlike temperature, DJF precipitation trends in the Mediterranean region and eastern United States (Figs. 11c,d) show a smaller radiatively forced component compared to the internal component. Indeed, the Mediterranean region shows almost complete overlap between the distributions of past and future 50-yr trends, with both centered near zero and ranging between approximately \(20\) mm month\(^{-1}\) (50 yr\(^{-1}\) and \(15\) mm month\(^{-1}\) being possible in both time periods. The large spread relative to the forced signal for precipitation trends indicates the difficulty of inferring an anthropogenic climate change signal in any single multidecadal record of temperature or precipitation.

To generalize the foregoing results, we calculate the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at each grid box, defined as the magnitude of the forced trend divided by the standard deviation of trends across the OBS-LE. We do this...
for temperature and precipitation, and for the past and future (Fig. 12; see Figs. S15–S17 in the supplemental material for JJA and CMIP5 ensemble mean). The larger the ratio, the more the climate change signal is emerging from the climate noise.

As expected because of their relatively low variability, the regions with the highest SNR for DJF temperature are in the tropics. In contrast, about 10% of the global landmasses covering large regions of North America, Eurasia, and Australia exhibit a DJF temperature SNR less than one, indicating that the expected standard deviation of temperature trends from 1965 to 2014 is on par with the forced signal. The average terrestrial DJF temperature SNR is 2.2 for the historical period. The picture is quite different for the future period, when the global warming signal is much larger: the average DJF temperature SNR rises to 6.3, and 95% of land grid boxes have a SNR over 2.5.

Because the spread of 50-yr DJF precipitation trends is large compared to the magnitude of the forced trend, the SNRs are substantially smaller than those for temperature. Specifically, the SNR for precipitation trends over the past 50 years is less than 1 across 93% of land grid boxes and has an average value of 0.4; as such, it is difficult to identify a climate change signal in DJF precipitation trends at the gridbox level. The signal emerges more clearly for future trends in the NH midlatitudes because the forced signal is larger. Nevertheless, even for DJF precipitation trends over the next 50 years, the global land average SNR is only 1.1. Thus, the forced future trend signal remains less prominent in precipitation compared to temperature.

8. Summary and discussion

We have developed an observational large ensemble that draws upon the observational record to constrain its internal variability, and upon model ensembles to determine its radiatively forced component. The members of the OBS-LE provide information about the magnitude of the contribution of internal variability to important climate metrics such as multidecadal trends. By design, the variability in the OBS-LE is a function of three dominant SST modes—ENSO, PDO, and AMO—as well as residual variability, primarily associated with internal atmospheric dynamics. In most regions of the world, the contribution of the SST modes to interannual DJF temperature, precipitation, and SLP
variability is small compared to the forced trend and residual variability. The primary exception is North America, where teleconnections link the tropical Pacific to North Pacific atmospheric circulation, with an associated impact on both temperature and precipitation across parts of the continent. In contrast, we find that Eurasian surface climate variability is less strongly linked to the SST modes, and more strongly influenced by atmospheric variability.

Over the past 50 years, the contribution of internal variability to terrestrial climate trends is nonnegligible. Although temperatures are expected to rise with elevated greenhouse gas concentrations, individual members of the OBS-LE can exhibit large swaths of cooling across the extratropics. Assuming the accuracy of the forced trend inferred from the CESM1-LE, the observations can be viewed as one member of the OBS-LE that happened to have anomalously large warming over parts of the NH including western Canada, Greenland, and Scandinavia resulting from sampling of internal variability. These regions of warming led the observations to have a 50-yr trend over the global landmasses that was 0.23°C (50 yr)−1 greater than the forced trend from the CESM1-LE, but it is important to remember that an alternative reality of more warming or more cooling would both be consistent with the same climate change signal.

Looking to the future, the warming signal becomes sufficiently large that it is almost certain that all terrestrial locations will warm between 2015 and 2064, regardless of internal variability. The same cannot be said of precipitation, for which the SNR barely exceeds unity even in the next 50 years, although the signal of increasing precipitation across the NH midlatitudes does begin to emerge from the noise.

While the focus of this work has been on variability across the OBS-LE, the observationally based ensemble can also be used as a tool for model validation. Because each member of the OBS-LE contains self-consistent spatiotemporal fields of temperature, precipitation, and SLP, it is possible to compare both the variability and covariability in the OBS-LE with that from climate models. As shown in Figs. 4d and 5d, the CESM1-LE has large biases in the spread of 50-yr temperature and precipitation trends over land that should be accounted for before interpreting the model output as a representation of past or future reality. Additional work is necessary to understand the origins of these model biases, but given the close coupling of temperature and precipitation, one avenue of inquiry is the nature and strength of the coupling in the real world versus the model simulations. The members of the OBS-LE generally show the expected (e.g., Trenberth and Shea 2005) negative correlation between temperature and precipitation trends in the summer hemisphere and positive correlation in the winter hemisphere (Fig. 13). Superimposed upon this pattern, however, are important deviations such as a negative temperature–precipitation correlation during the cold season in Mexico, the interior western United States, and western Canada, and positive correlations during the warm season along the north coast of Canada and Eurasia. Determining whether model ensembles reproduce these structures is important for assessing both model physics and the credibility of future projections.

Neither statistical nor dynamical models alone are sufficient to understand the climate system. Here, we have combined information about interannual variability from the observed world with model-based estimates of the forced response to anthropogenic influence in order to better approximate the role of internal variability in climatic trends. The analysis has been limited to the period of reliable instrumental records, but analogous approaches could be applied to longer records from paleo-proxy data in order to better estimate the longer-term variability in the climate system. In addition, there is scope for expanding the OBS-LE methodology to other quantities of interest such as ocean temperatures, sea ice, and soil moisture that are characterized by longer-term persistence.
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